New book “Water Fountains in the Worldscape”

By Hynynen, Juutil & Katko (Eds., 2012)
The book is co-published through IWHA and KehräMedia.

This first-of-a-kind book presents an overall view of water fountains in different environments. That is quite surprising considering that most cities and townships have at least one fountain!

“While going through the pages of the manuscript for the purpose of writing the foreword, it dawned on me how many scholars, most well known and highly respected in the water history fraternity, shared the passion and vision of the editors of this book. Each contribution has required many hours of painstaking work. The illustrations accompanying the lively text titillate the senses. They transmit images of natural motion and fluidity. This study is a fountain of metaphorical delight shedding light on a water feature that has thrived on human creativity – primarily with the objective of beautifying a functional facility intended to provide water – the most valuable resource”

-Johann Tempelhoff, IWHA President 2009-2011

Price €120.00 (incl. VAT), postage excluded.
Contacts & Orders: petrisjuutil@gmail.com